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Dear FRIENDS !
We very want to make the need RECOMMENDATION to Youth of Europe.
We ask to support our effort in the revival of Spirituality in East Europe. To this was dedicated our idea of
celebrating in 2006 in the Ukraine 1665 anniversary of Christian Church (Look “Christian church in the Ukraine
- Gotii of the already 1664/1747 years” in Document 138.- Contributions of the Youngs of ODESSA EUROPE
Association to FORUM 2005 on the WWW.CIC-WSC.ORG ).
This idea have supported many scientists young people of Odessa, but also have supported the scientists of
L'vov (Look Document 173.- CIC for people in Ukraine on the WWW.CIC-WSC.ORG ).
This idea was supported by participants in the first stage of Forum 2005 "Geopolitical transformation of East
Europe and prospect for the development of high technologies" (Look Document 146.-Recommendations: First
Stage of THE FORUM -2005 on the WWW.CIC-WSC.ORG ).
.
GEOPOLITICS FROM ODESSA - GOTII (Document 142.- GEOPOLITICS FROM ODESSA –GOTII (engl) on the
WWW.CIC-WSC.ORG )
The wreck one more of the "myth of cave". In the camera of the Suzdalskeyeo monastery, where simply "they
killed" very recently even on the human measures of the outstanding economist KHKH of the century of Nikolai
Dimitriyevicha Kondratyev, now in 2002 as in a good museum. It is cost with the sea-scape and begins slowly, but
to steadily rise in the soul the wave of the complete non acceptance of this "planned blasphemy". It means,
everything there was planned and today they decided this to frankly demonstrate (!) - "pier - here, that we can, if
we want". "you do see, this talented scientific economist us" a little interfere with ", especially, after the visit OF
THE USA" - he is read between lines. The same as it is necessary to hate work and development in order to
constantly bring up hatred for the country and people, which maintained the largest social and economic and
emotional- psychological loads in the last centuries (!). not one contemporary leader in Russia I could and years
work under the American conditions. It actually would become the patient of therapeutic establishments because of
the real emotional- psychological overloads
Entire history of your country and entire humanity in you, in subconsciousness of your close ones. Therefore, when
I want to understand Russia and its "abstruse" management, simply I look, as from the side, to the wife and the
sea-scape practically "answers all my questions". Here and now next to the camera in the corridor of cloister prison
you see the "museum" of the distributions of prisoners from Europe. Here are intricate the copper distributions of
Italians. And the flow of unpleasant thoughts sea-scape stops briefly - "jeered". Yes, "JEERED", since we could not
either understand, or forgive more interesting relations to the life in solar Italy. This is why any letter from abroad
even today becomes the fixed subject of a study of the cohorts of the "Looking intelligence officers"; therefore you
obtain it in months and without the die of mail, in spite of entire "prioritary", i.e., the dies of custom-made
correspondence. Passed centuries after educational work of Sabudeya (Great Chief of Temuchina), when the
companions-in-arms of man of millenium (estimation Of Chin-Gis-Khana/Temuchina by American historians) taught
the morals of Russians on riv. Kalke (feast after victory Mongolians conducted on the platform - on the bodies of
Russian princes). They then showed that it is not possible to kill the ambassadors ("badly this and punished"). But
indeed ambassadors from Sabudeya were actually all killed on the order of Russian princes long before the battle.
Not therefore whether, possessing three times less the number of soldiers (20 thousand, i.e., two "darks"),
Sabudey it did break completely selected Russian troops with all heroes?
And generally - it cannot be hide either in the forests, or in the reeds from the work and the civilization. As it is not
possible to with impunity impede development, being occupied periodically by "Against Lord God", throwing the
entire generations of compatriots into the "meat grinder of geopolitical ambitions" but, probably, intellectual
laziness it is very difficult to overcome and are ineradicable the tendency to leave from the problems and works, to
be shut by the shell of boundaries, to destroy INTERNET’s networks and to stopping correspondence, at least in its
territory. To wait out. To hide. To leave from the problems. To shift them to the future generations. How much still
time will continue this "flight from the life"?! That my in the morning written letter in the hour is read in New York
(USA), in London (Great Britain) or in Zaragoze (Spain) me it continues to constantly astonish and I cannot to this
become accustomed. So it seems that all this is sleep, and here I will awake and in the newspapers there will again
be the portrait of the sequential "leader of the world proletariat", but sequential PFC will follow not through the
"keyhole", but proudly also it is insolent after your "loyalty", some and no one is necessary, but it is simple so - for
the swagger. Passes the life (since 1993 I approach real international collaboration), but relation to the foreign
institutes so it does not undergo changes. They all continue to be examined through the "slot of sight" by
practically entire management, especially, in Mariupol - in the TANAIS-Azov Region. Stupidity? No, considerably
worse. Deeply realized understanding of its professional unfitness and its own lack of defense before the
civilization. Fear, fear and cowardice before to the problems, which "want not to see"; therefore is created around
themselves "desert".
Are only in Odessa the sprouts of new relation visible, and is possible all this for Odessa only well forgotten old,
placed by founders, to the international collaboration. And we see future predominantly in the young people
Therefore to them we give large advances, advancing into the quite prestige nominations practically for the sincere
and talented impulses. But indeed for them is actually necessary moral support. For them one must break the
millennial Russian stereotype, imposed on Ukrainians/to the Ghetto- Goths, and also soak it to overcome to

Russians themselves. "happiness on the beaten roads" - therefore we propose to overcome the last "myth of cave",
relying on young people (see www.cic-wsc.org Document NN 103, 111, 119, 125).
"In luce - Lucet"
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